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Red Cross in dire need of blood

Greeks urge student
involvement in drive
Jenn Lofton
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Hospitals throughout southern
Illinois are still reeling from storms that
blanketed the area with snow and ice,
making the need for blood donation in
the region even more urgent.
A year-long blood shortage that
has affected the area from St. Louis
to Cape Girardeau, Mo., has left the
American Red Cross with a supply
that would only last a little longer
than 24 hours in a crisis situation, said
Bob Ferrera, an American Red Cross
associate donor recruit representative.
The group prefers to have a stock that
would last at least eight days.
Recent storms canceled several
blood drives, Ferrera said, and at least
1,000 units of blood were not able to
be collected.
“The hospitals put in orders for
blood and they know how much they
need for an emergency room and surgeries they have, but are becoming
worried,” Ferrera said.
As a result, the American Red
Cross is looking to local students,
who account for about one-quarter of
the eligible blood donors in the area,
Ferrera said.
Combined, SIUC, John A. Logan
Community College and area high
schools have enough students to
account for 25 percent of the donations. This drive’s goal is to obtain 150
units of blood over the two-day period,
See BLOOD, Page 12

J AKE L OCKARD ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Scott Achelpohl, a senior from Orion studying mechanical and civil engineering, donates blood during the American Red Cross blood
drive organized by greek systems coordinator Andy Morgan. Achelpohl is a member of the Phi Mu Alpha fraternity, and this was his third time
donating blood at a greek organized blood drive on campus.

University to consider fee, tuition hikes
Board to discuss
tuition increase
for new students

their fifth year as an undergraduate
— meaning their tuition would no
longer be locked — would see a
7.9 percent increase, or $195 per
semester.
Chancellor Fernando Treviño
said the increase for fifth year students, who would have come to the
Joe Crawford
DAILY EGYPTIAN
university in 2004, brought them
up to the rate paid by those who
The university will consider were admitted a year later in 2005.
charging new students more than
“We didn’t feel it right to hit
$450 per semester
them all at once with a 9.9
Thursday.
percent (increase),” he said.
e didn’t The board is set also
The SIU Board of
Trustees will discuss raisconsider a 15 perfeel it to
ing tuition for new stucent tuition increase that
dents 9.9 percent — or right to hit
would apply only to the
College of Business and
$313 — and increasing them all at
Administration.
student fees by $137.60
at its meeting, according once with a
Unlike tuition, most of
to the board’s Web site. 9.9 percent the student fees are paid
by all who attend the uniThe meeting, which is
open to the public, will (increase).
versity.
— Fernando Treviño
The largest fee increase
be held at approximately
chancellor was a $54 swell in the
10 a.m. in the Student
Center’s Ballroom B.
intercollegiate athletic fee, much
Because state law requires a stu- of which is to be used to pay
dent’s tuition be locked in for four for the first phase of Saluki Way,
years, only new students would pay
the tuition hike. Students entering See TUITION, Page 12
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Text message system
gets second chance.
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News

Technology advances
allow other voices to be
heard.
PAGE 12

Student groups left
out of cost discussion
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Check out our opinions on
artists’ latest releases.

Pulse

PAGE 13 & 14

University administrators called a
last minute meeting with representatives from the two student governments Tuesday in an effort to
make up for discussions about cost
increases leaders said should have
occurred weeks ago.
Chancellor Fernando Treviño
said he discussed $62 in proposed
fee increases and a 15 percent tuition
hike for the College of Business and
Administration with representatives
from the groups at Tuesday’s meeting. These specific cost increases were
not brought to the groups — the
Graduate and Professional Student
Council and Undergraduate Student
Government — with proposed fee
increases earlier this year.
The two fees in question are the
student services building fee — proposed to increase $20 per semester
See FEES, Page 12

Sports

Salukis defeat the Braves on the
road, 71-60.

PAGE 20
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NEWS BRIEFS

CALENDAR

Free Testmasters
LSAT Seminar

• 7 p.m. today at the Student Center,
Mississippi Room
• Sponsored by the SIU Pre-Law Society

Tunnel of Oppression

• 5-9 p.m. today and Thursday at Grinnell
Hall, Lower Level
• Interactive Diversity tour exposing the
various human senses to a variety of
human oppression, tours begin every half
hour

Dollars and Sense

• 3:30-4:30 p.m.Thursday at the International
Programs and Services meeting room
• As an international student, you may find
financial transactions that seemed simple
at home to be confusing in the United
States; attend this free workshop to get
answers to questions

For the kids gala

• 6:30-9:30 p.m. Friday at the Dunn
Richmond Center
• Silent auction, hors d’oeuvres, desserts
and a variety of local wines
• Live music and a live belly dance performance
• All proceeds go to K4K and CDL
• Tickets are $17 if ordered by today, $22
at the door

The calendar is a free service for
community groups. We cannot
guarantee that all items will run.
Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.

If you spot an error, please contact the
EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at
536-3311, ext. 253.

POLICE REPORTS
There are no items to report at this time.

Find out what’s up...
with a podcast.
www.siude.com/podcasts

C H I C AGO (AP) — The last Northern Illinois University student to be released from
the hospital following the deadly shooting rampage in a campus lecture hall headed home
Tuesday with a bullet still lodged near her heart.
Lauren Debrauwere should make a full recovery, said Northwestern Memorial Hospital
heart surgeon Dr. Patrick McCarthy.
But the 19-year-old NIU sophomore will require further surgery to fix a leaky heart valve
damaged by the blast, McCarthy said. The bullet, which came within centimeters of her
heart, will remain.
“She has a tough road ahead of her, but we are humbled and very grateful we have
her with us today as she’s a miracle to us,” Debrauwere’s sister, Brittany Debrauwere, 23, told
reporters at the hospital Tuesday. Lauren Debrauwere did not attend the news conference.
Debrauwere’s release comes 12 days after gunman Steve Kazmierczak opened fire on a
Cole Hall auditorium — killing five students and wounding at least 16 — before committing
suicide.
Her recovery has at times been “unbearable for her both mentally and physically,” Brittany
Debrauwere said, reading a statement on behalf of the family.
Lauren Debrauwere was sitting near the front of Cole Hall, and told her parents the gunman fired a handgun at her boyfriend, Dan Parmenter, then shot her twice — once in the hip
and again in the abdomen — then shot a girl sitting next to her. Parmenter died.
One bullet entered Debrauwere’s abdomen, hit her liver and colon and ended its path
lodged in her left chest.
“The bullet did something very unusual in that it went right next to the heart and
because of the blast injury it damaged part of the heart muscle that controls one of the heart
valves,” McCarthy said.
The family thanked Dr. Stephen Goldman, who performed the surgery at Kishwaukee
Community Hospital that stabilized Lauren, and the Air Angels paramedic flight crew who
cared for her as she was flown to Northwestern in Chicago.
Reached by phone, Goldman said the bullet damaged the girl’s liver, small intestine
and colon — “life-threatening injuries” repaired during a 2.5-hour surgery at the DeKalb
hospital. An ultrasound of the heart showed the valve damage, prompting the transfer to
Northwestern around midnight.
“She’s strong. She said she’s ready to go back to school,” the teenager’s father, Mark
Debrauwere, told The Associated Press by phone.
He hasn’t discussed with his daughter how she feels about the bullet remaining in her
chest, he said.
“She’s been feeling better and getting online and reading some of the articles” about the
shooting, he said. She is a communications major and one of her greatest hopes now is to
graduate with her peers, he said.
“Her teachers said they would do whatever she wanted from them.”

Four plead not guilty in shooting death
of University of Chicago grad student

CORRECTIONS
DAILY

NIU shooting victim heads home with bullet
lodged in chest

C H I C AGO (AP) — Four suspects have pleaded not guilty in the shooting death of a
University of Chicago graduate student from Senegal.
They also pleaded not guilty to committing other armed robberies the night of 28-yearold Amadou Cisse’s death in November.
The defendants appeared together Tuesday in Cook County Circuit Court. They are: 17year-old Jamal Bracey, 21-year-old Benjamin Williams, 16-year-old Eric Walker and 17-yearold Demetrius Warren.
Cisse was fatally shot outside his home near the university. The native of Dakar, Senegal,
was weeks away from completing his doctoral studies in chemistry.
The university later awarded his degree posthumously.

Podiatrist charged with exchanging drugs for
sex, other charges

E A S T DUNDEE (AP) — A suburban Chicago podiatrist already charged with secretly
videotaping at least one woman and soliciting sex from her has been charged with dozens
of more similar felony counts, authorities said Tuesday.
Dr. Steven Loheide, 63, of Algonquin, was charged with felony eavesdropping, unlawful
possession of an eavesdropping device, unlawful delivery of a controlled substance and
unlawful possession of a controlled substance with intent to deliver, said the Kane County
state’s attorney’s office.
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New text message service not the first
SIUC planned to implement text
service Dawgtel three years ago
Madeleine Leroux
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Students will soon be able to
receive text messages from the university during emergencies.
But this isn’t the first time the
university has tried to implement a
text message service.
In February 2005 SIUC was
on track to be the second university in the world to offer a campuswide text messaging service called
Dawgtel. The service, introduced by
Gordon Bruner, professor of marketing, was supposed to be offered
in fall 2005.
“We were, on a national level, on
the forefront,” Bruner said.
But the purpose of Dawgtel was

not strictly for emergency notifications. Bruner said the system would
have provided the university an
easy way to reach students, whether
informing them of canceled classes or extra tickets to a basketball
game.
“The purpose was to allow faculty and staff to have an easy way to
reach students,” Bruner said.
The system was to be based
on advertising, modeled after the
University of South Florida, the
first university to have a campuswide text message system. Bruner
said students would have been given
the option to have the service and
could then fill out detailed forms to
receive text messages from certain
advertisers and vendors.

It wasn’t going to be spam, Bruner had to treat a Web site really caresaid. Students would have been able fully,” Purdy said. “It didn’t really feel
to choose vendors who would be comfortable from a user interface
able to text message them.
point of view.”
Bruner said the cellular provider
But technological difficulties
caused Dawgtel to crash before it used by Dawgtel, Air2Web, was not
fulfilling its part of the contract and
even got off the ground.
Matthew Purdy, associate director seemed to be backing out of the
of career services
deal.
at the College
“We got the
of Business and
implication that
he purpose was to
Administration,
the company was
was a graduate
allow faculty and staff almost folding,”
assistant working
Bruner said.
to have an easy way to
on Dawgtel in
Bruner said
2005. Purdy said
additional probreach students.
there were big
— Gordon Bruner lems were caused
issues with the
“internal
professor of marketing by
technology. The
political probWeb site was case sensitive, he said, lems.” The administration said
and the system would break down advertisements could not be a part
after students would sign up for the of the system, so funding became a
problem, Bruner said.
service.
“It seemed like, you know, you
“We were primed and getting

‘‘T

it ready and it never really got finished,” Bruner said.
Todd Sigler, director of the
Department of Public Safety, said he
had no knowledge of the Dawgtel
system and the new text message
service would be for emergency
notifications only, such as dangerous
weather.
Mike Ruiz, director of university
communications, said they would
announce today when students can
sign up for the text message service.
Purdy said having an emergency
notification system through text
messaging is vital, but it would be
icing on the cake to have more.
But having any text system at all
is a sign of progression, Purdy said.
“At least it sparked an idea in
people,” he said.
Madeleine Leroux can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 270 or mleroux@siu.edu.

Government finds contaminants in West’s national parks
Matthew Brown
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BILLINGS,
Mont.—
Pesticides, heavy metals and other airborne contaminants are raining down
on national parks across the West
and Alaska, turning up at sometimes
dangerously high levels in lakes, plants
and fish.
A sweeping, six-year federal study
released Tuesday found evidence of
70 contaminants in 20 national parks
and monuments — from Denali in
Alaska and Glacier in Montana, to
Big Bend in Texas and Yosemite in
California.

The findings revealed that some of
the Earth’s most pristine wilderness is
still within reach of the toxic byproducts of the industrial age.
“Contaminants are everywhere.
You can’t get more remote than these
northern parts of Alaska and the
high Rockies,” said Michael Kent,
a fish researcher with Oregon State
University who co-authored the
study.
The substances detected ranged
from mercury produced by power
plants and industrial chemicals such
as PCBs to the banned insecticides
dieldrin and DDT. Those can cause
health problems in humans includ-

ing nervous system damage, dampened immune system responses and
lowered reproductive success.
Contaminants that accumulated
in fish exceeded human consumption thresholds at the eight parks
that researchers focussed on most:
Sequoia and Kings Canyon, Mount
Rainier, Olympic, Glacier, Rocky
Mountain, Gates of the Arctic and
Denali national parks and Alaska’s
Noatak National Preserve.
Also, mercury levels at the eight
parks and DDT levels at Glacier
and Sequoia and Kings Canyon
exceeded health thresholds for fisheating wildlife. Kent said he found

airborne contaminants are causing
male fish to develop female organs
in some parks.
Much of the contamination is
thought to have come from overseas
— traveling global air currents from
Europe and Asia.
But researchers said they were
surprised to find substantial contamination from the local use of
legal pesticides, particularly in agricultural areas around Glacier, Rocky
Mountain and Sequoia and Kings
Canyon parks.
University of Washington
atmospheric researcher Daniel
Jaffe said scientists previously

thought banning substances like
DDT and dieldrin would lessen
the persistence of chemicals in the
environment.
“We replaced them with pesticides with much shorter lifetimes
in the environment,” Jaffe said.
“But in places like the Central
Valley of California, we are applying many, many tons of these every
year. ... We now know they can
move substantial distances.”
A parks advocacy group called
the federal report “a wake-up call”
that should mobilize Congress
to take a tougher stance on
air pollution.
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McCain disavows
radio talk show host
who calls Obama
‘hack, Chicago-style’
politician
CINCINNATI (AP) — Republican
John McCain quickly denounced
the comments of a radio talk show
host who while warming up a campaign crowd referred repeatedly to
Barack Hussein Obama and called the
Democratic presidential candidate a
“hack, Chicago-style” politician.
Hussein is Obama’s middle name,
but talk show host Bill Cunningham
used it three times as he addressed
the crowd before the likely Republican
nominee’s appearance.
“Now we have a hack, Chicagostyle Daley politician who is picturing himself as change. When he
gets done with you, all you’re going
to have in your pocket is change,”
Cunningham said as the audience
laughed.
The time will come, Cunningham
added, when the liberal-leaning
media will “peel the bark off Barack
Hussein Obama” and tell the truth
about his relationship with indicted
fundraiser Antoin “Tony” Rezko and
how Obama got “sweetheart deals”
in Chicago.
McCain wasn’t on stage or,
he says, in the building when
Cunningham made the comments,
but he quickly distanced himself
from the radio talk show host
after finishing his speech. McCain
spoke to a couple hundred people
at Memorial Hall in downtown
Cincinnati.

W        

Senate advances
legislation that would
cut off funding for
Iraq war
WA S H I N G TO N (AP) — In an
about-face, Senate Republicans on
Tuesday agreed with Democrats to
advance an anti-war bill because they
said the debate would give them time
to hail progress in Iraq.
The change of heart came after
months of blocking similar measures.
But unlike most of last year, security
conditions in Iraq have improved, and
Republicans say they now feel they
have the upper hand on the debate.
“We welcome a discussion about
Iraq,” Senate Republican leader Mitch
McConnell declared.
The measure, by Democratic
Sen. Russ Feingold of Wisconsin and
Majority Leader Harry Reid of Nevada,
would cut off money for combat after
120 days. It had been expected to
fall short of the 60 votes needed to
overcome a procedural hurdle and
move ahead.
But after Republicans agreed in
a private meeting that the debate
could help make their case, the
Senate voted 70-24 to begin debating it in earnest.

E

U.N. agency says
drug-resistant TB is
spreading faster than
feared
LON DON (AP) — Drug-resistant
tuberculosis is spreading even faster
than medical experts had feared, the
World Health Organization warned in
report issued Tuesday. The rate of TB
patients infected with the drug-resistant
strain topped 20 percent in some countries, the highest ever recorded, the U.N.
agency said.
“Ten years ago, it would have been
unthinkable to see rates like this,” said
Dr. Mario Raviglione, director of WHO’s
“Stop TB” department. “This demonstrates what happens when you keep
making mistakes in TB treatment.”
Though the report is the largest survey of drug-resistant TB, based on information collected between 2002 and
2006, there are still major gaps: Data
were only available from about half of
the world’s countries.
In Africa, where experts are particularly worried about a lethal collision
between TB and AIDS, only six countries
provided information.
We really don’t know what the situation is in Africa,” Raviglione said. “If multidrug resistant TB has penetrated Africa
and coincides with AIDS, there’s bound
to be a disaster.”

News

Blackouts affect up to 3 million
Jessica Gresko
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MIAMI — A relatively minor
glitch in Florida’s electrical grid
somehow triggered a chain reaction
Tuesday that caused a nuclear plant
to shut down and briefly cut power in
patches from Daytona Beach through
the Florida Keys.
Up to 3 million people — about
a fifth of Florida’s population — lost
power at various points during the
afternoon, though there were no safety
concerns at the nuclear plant. And
while many areas were hit hard, the
outages were short lived and only
about 20,000 people lacked electricity
during the evening commute home.
Most of the evening outages were due
to bad weather, not the grid problem,
officials said.
An equipment malfunction in a
substation near Miami disabled two
power distribution lines between
Miami and Daytona Beach, and in
response, Florida Power & Light’s
Turkey Point nuclear plant south of
Miami stopped operating around 1
p.m., Nuclear Regulatory Commission
spokesman Kenneth Clark said.
The utility was trying to determine
what caused equipment failure and a
fire at the substation, but the company
said it was not the kind of problem
that should have created the widespread blackouts.
Grid problems caused both Turkey
Point reactors to shut down, said the
utility’s nuclear spokesman, Dick
Winn.
“All the safety systems worked just
like they were supposed to and both of
those units are in stable condition right
now,” he said. Clark agreed the plant’s
safety was not in question.
The outages had no connection
to terrorism, Homeland Security
Department spokeswoman Laura
Keehner said. Miami-Dade County

TIM C HAPMAN ~ M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

The metro rail at Viscaya Station at US 1 sits at the station due to a massive power outage Tuesday in Miami.
Mayor Carlos Alvarez said the outages
were technical, not criminal.
“It’s a matter of just a cascading
effect,” he said.
Florida emergency management
officials said the outages cut power to
2 to 3 million people during the heat
of a day that saw temperatures reach
the 80s.
The federal nuclear commission
said based on reports from its resident
inspectors at the plant, the initial drop
in voltage came from outside Turkey
Point, but the problem worsened
when the two reactors shut down, the
panel said.
The Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, which has responsibility for electricity grid reliability, said

it wants to know whether there were
any violations of federal grid reliability
rules.
The sporadic outages spanned 300
miles of the peninsula but appeared
to be concentrated in the southeast
portion of the state, including Miami.
Communities along the southwest
coast, in the Florida Keys and as
far north as Daytona Beach reported
interruptions.
Miami International Airport, the
Port of Miami and the area’s rail and
bus transportation were working normally, although some places briefly
relied on generator power, officials
said.
Several Miami-area hospitals
switched to backup generators when

the power went out. Miami-Dade
schools were scheduled to be dismissed
on time, and officials said school buses
were running.
By 2 p.m., most of northern downtown Miami appeared to be back to
normal operation, including a campus
of Miami Dade College and numerous
stores and businesses. In the Florida
Keys, spokesman Andy Newman said
areas were without power for about 30
minutes.
At a Starbucks in Miami’s western suburb of Doral, employees began
handing out sandwiches they feared
would go bad.
Nelson Suarez, 35, a manager for
Asia sales at World Fuel Services,
enjoyed the free lunch.

NY Philharmonic
Slain official’s role in
war organizing exposed inspires tears and waves
Scheherezade Faramarzi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEI RU T, L e banon — The
last time the world heard from Imad
Mughniyeh, he was masterminding
terror spectaculars in the 1980s and
1990s — bomb attacks on U.S. and
Israeli targets, kidnappings and hijackings.
But for nearly 15 years, no one has
known exactly what the Hezbollah
commander was doing. The only confirmation of his whereabouts came
when he was killed Feb. 12 in a car
bombing in Syria.
Now Hezbollah officials and
associates are describing a previously
unknown role for Mughniyeh: Far
from being too busy fleeing enemies,
he was a key commander for Hezbollah
in its 2006 war with Israel.
He was among the leading military
and security strategists — if not the
very top himself — of the group and a
member of its decision-making committee, according to those who had
knowledge of Mughniyeh before he
was killed Feb. 12 in Damascus.
“Hezbollah’s top architect of that
war was Imad Mughniyeh,” Anis
Naccache, a 57-year-old longtime
associate, told The Associated Press.
“You can say he was like a staff general
(chief of staff).”
In a speech Friday, Hezbollah
leader Hassan Nasrallah credited
Mughniyeh with leading the group
to two victories — the 2006 war and
a Hezbollah guerrilla war in 2000 that
led to the withdrawal of Israeli troops

from its last positions in southern
Lebanon.
In the 1980s, Mughniyeh was
notorious in the West. He was accused
of plotting suicide bombings of the
U.S. Embassy and bases of U.S. and
French troops that killed hundreds, as
well as the kidnappings of dozens of
Westerners in Beirut.
The last attacks he is believed to
have directed were suicide bombings in
the 1990s against the Israeli Embassy
and a Jewish center in Argentina that
killed more than 100 people and a
bombing in Khobar, Saudi Arabia,
that killed 19 Americans.
For years, Hezbollah said almost
nothing about him. But after his
death, the group has embraced him
as a hero — to a degree that surprised some Lebanese who believed
Hezbollah would not want to revive
memories of its past association with
terrorism.
The 2006 war came after Hezbollah
fighters captured two Israeli soldiers in
a cross-border raid. Israel retaliated
with a massive bombardment, then
ground incursions, in a 34-day war
that devastated south Lebanon.
More than 1,000 Lebanese were
killed, along with 119 Israeli soldiers
and 43 Israeli civilians who died from
Hezbollah rocket attacks across the
border.
The war ended without Israel
winning any of its main objectives
— regaining the two soldiers and
crushing Hezbollah — and its army
chief and other top commanders were
forced to resign.

music director Lorin Maazel and
concertmaster Glenn Dicterow out
for a final bow after the rest of the
P YO N G YA N G , N o r t h ensemble left the flower-adorned
K o r e a — The New York stage at the East Pyongyang Grand
Philharmonic’s unprecedented Theater.
concert could herald warmer ties
The concert was broadcast live
between North Korea and the on North Korean TV, meaning it
United States. After three encores, was heard beyond the 2,500 people
some musicians left the stage in in the theater. North Korean leader
tears as the audience waved fond- Kim Jong Il, one of the world’s
most reclusive leaders, did not
ly.
Between horn fanfares and attend; there was no way to know
the flourishes of the conductor’s whether he watched.
baton, the U.S. and North Korea
“We may have been instrumenfound common ground in a con- tal in opening a little door,” Maazel
cert Tuesday that
said after the perspanned American
formance.
and Korean musical
He dismissed
e may
traditions.
the significance of
have been
Whether the
Kim’s absence, saying: “I have yet to
feeling
lingers
instrumental in
after the music
see the president of
opening a little
the United States at
will depend on the
North’s compliance
one of my concerts.
door.
with an internation—Lorin Maazel Sometimes a statesmusic director of the New York man is too busy.”
al push to rid it of
Philharmonic Orchestra
nuclear weapons.
Former
U.S.
After
the
New
York Defense Secretary William Perry
Philharmonic played the last attended the performance and called
notes of the folk song “Arirang,” it a “historic moment,” rememberthe adoring audience stood and ing how close the countries came to
applauded enthusiastically, waving war in 1994 amid a crisis over the
to the musicians.
North’s nuclear program.
Orchestra members — some
“This might just have pushed
moved to tears — paused with us over the top” in finding a way
their instruments and waved back, beyond past discord, he said
an emotional finale to the con- after the concert, adding that
cert that was the highlight of the Washington should reciprocate by
inviting North Korean performers
Philharmonic’s 48-hour visit.
The enraptured crowd drew to the United States.

Burt Herman
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Flags honor fallen

Colors fly low
around campus
Cristian Stelle
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The flag at SIUC flies at halfstaff to commemorate the deaths of
various Illinoisans.
“I believe what we’re doing now
is good,” said Capt. Curtis Puckett,
the unit admissions officer of the
Air Force ROTC at SIUC in
regards to the flag being raised and
lowered to honor the fallen.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich sent a
statement to SIUC on Feb. 15
assuring the university would fly
the United States flag and the
Illinois flag at half-staff until sunset
on Feb. 23 in honor of the victims
at Northern Illinois University.
Before SIUC lowered its flag
in honor of the victims at NIU,
the flag was already at half-staff
to honor various men and women
who have died while serving in the
military.
Sgt. 1st Class Shad Lewis of the
SIUC Army ROTC said the flags
do not lose meaning when they
are continually flown at half-staff
because it is an honor that is due.
Lewis said paying attention to the
position of the flag is a top priority
for his unit.
SIUC receives weekly notifications from the Illinois Board of
Higher Education as to when it is

appropriate to have the flags flown
There are several occasions in
at half-staff or full-staff, said Patti which the U.S. flag should always
Perschbacher, administrative assis- be flown at half-staff.
According to the Independence
tant to the executive director of
administration.
Hall Association in Philadelphia,
There are approximately 24 the American flag should be flown
flags on campus and each college or at half-staff on Memorial Day,
department is in charge of lowering Sept. 11 and Dec. 7, the National
or raising their flag when notified Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day.
by the university’s executive direc- Once the U.S. president or a state
governor has verified that a past
tor’s office, Perschbacher said.
Puckett said information regard- or current president, vice-presiing the raising and lowering of the dent, chief justice or speaker of the
House has died, it
flag is very imporis also appropriate
tant to his unit.
“We come in
to fly the flag at
ay respect to the
every day to report
half-staff.
It is very imporin to put [the
flag by stopping
tant to correctly
flag] up or take it
what you’re doing and lower the flag when
down,” Puckett
instructed to do so,
said.
recognizing what it
Puckett said
said Lewis.
means.
he would like to
“It must be
— Capt. Curtis Puckett raised all the way
see more underunit admissions officer
standing of what
of the Air Force ROTC up, then down to
the position of the
half-mast,” Lewis
said.
flag represents.
While the procedures are
“Pay respect to the flag by stopping what you’re doing and rec- important, the reasoning is equally
ognizing what it means,” Puckett significant.
said.
“We are a nation at war so
Blagojevich issued a proclama- it is important to fully and cortion Monday instructing all build- rectly honor the victims of war by
ings to lower their Illinois flags using the flag a symbol of respect,”
and U.S. flags to half-staff until Puckett said. “It represents somesunset Wednesday on behalf of the thing.”
death of Cpl. Albert Bitton from
Chicago of the United States Army,
Cristian Stelle can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or
according to the Illinois Governor
cristian.stelle@siude.com.
News Network.
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WOLFE’S EYE VIEW

Your brother, Hakim
AARON WOLFE
wolfe86@siu.edu

Jory Moore ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
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A King’s battle

t’s difficult to live in
America and not know
who Martin Luther King
Jr. was.
There’s a Martin Luther
King High School in Chicago.
A library in San Jose, Calif.
An elementary school in
Providence, R.I. Practically
every major city has a street,
drive or boulevard named after
him. The list goes
on.
No one in
their right mind
can refute the
momentous
accomplishments
he and his wife,
Coretta Scott, made
toward the civil
rights movement,
and how people
of their stature
deserve to be
commemorated.
As it just so happens, some
students have decided to try
and make sure Carbondale is
one more place where this fact
isn’t forgotten.
What started as a somewhat
quiet cause has ballooned
recently, partially due to the
nature of the cause itself
— changing the name of a
prominent street in Carbondale
to “King Street” — and its
details.
The street name change

began with Oakland Avenue.
“It’s something that happens
and it’s not impossible by any
means,” said City Manager
Jeff Doherty on Feb. 5. He
also emphasized community
support as the key.
Meanwhile, Mayor Brad
Cole expressed his concerns
and said it was “a complicated
issue.”
The group,
officially
known as the
Ambassadors
for a Legacy
committee,
brought their
proposal to the
Undergraduate
Student
Government
meeting Feb.
6. It gained
unanimous
support.
The committee then
submitted a formal request to
the city Monday requesting
that Mill Street be subject
to the change because of its
location and prominence in
the city. They caught some
flak for including a plaque in
the plans that would honor
those who contributed to the
project. Kouri Marshall, cochair of the committee, said
Tuesday the group meant it to
be for city officials, or perhaps

If a committee
came together
to restore the
dome or name
a street after
Bucky, we
would support
it too.

even simply, “the city of
Carbondale.”
And Mayor Cole continued
to express his reluctance, saying
Mill Street itself has historical
value.
Yes, Mill Street might
have historical value. Yes,
there might be a fair share of
memorials in place throughout
the country for the Kings
already. And if the city of
Carbondale is to immortalize
someone or something, should
there be more of a local spin?
Not always.
The bottom line is that
there is no questioning the
significance of Martin Luther
and Coretta Scott King in
the pages of history. But
there’s also no doubting the
contributions of local heroes
such as Buckminster Fuller,
whose innovative dome sits
on the unbecoming corner of
Cherry and Forest Street.
If a committee came
together to restore the dome or
name a street after Bucky, we
would support it too.
But as for now, this group
of students has taken the steps
necessary to memorialize two
people who have earned their
right to be honored.
We say good for them.
Maybe Mill Street isn’t the best
location. But the sentiment
shouldn’t (and surely won’t) die.

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.

Hakim looked at me like a
deer caught in the headlights
of a Mack truck barreling down
I-57.
Half of my glass of wine was
now on the conference room
floor. He was waiting for me
to play the part of the angry
American, but before I could
assure him I wasn’t upset, he had
muttered several apologies and
had disappeared into the crowd
of international students to grab
me another drink.
That was the beginning
of what became an unlikely
friendship between myself and
a thirty-something graduate
student from Iraq. I
made a lot of friends
from around the
world while studying abroad, but it
was my time spent
over pints with
Hakim that were
the most eye-opening. We have spoken
on every subject
from our mutual obsession with
Arnold Schwarzenegger movies to President Bush, and I am
ashamed that I have waited two
years to tell his story.
But I can think of no better
time to tell what I flew halfway
across the world to discover:
War may be hell, but it is much
more to those who are unable
to fight it. It is a gut-wrenching
feeling of helplessness words can
never describe; a level of Dante’s
inferno previously undiscovered
and inaccessible to anyone who
has not been plunged head first
into the fire.
Our meeting was a strange
twist of fate, for sure — but
nothing can convince me it was
not preordained. I stand a solid
foot above Hakim, but he carries himself as if he were a head
taller than anyone he encounters.
However, he is also perpetually
soft-spoken and, despite the
language barrier, is one hell of a
storyteller.
Canterbury, England, became
our stomping ground, and we
attracted our fair share of strange
looks. Neither of us cared. We
looked and acted like a modern
Laurel and Hardy walking down

the winding streets of southeast
Britain, cracking jokes and trying
in vain to teach me Arabic.
By the time I left we knew
most everything about each
other, but when I tried to
speak to Hakim about life in
Kurdistan, a northern province
of Iraq, he became uncharacteristically quiet. I gingerly
approached the subject a few
times, but the only information
he shared was how most Kurds
do not consider themselves Iraqis
— and for good reason.
During the 1980s Saddam
Hussein was at war with Iran,
and citizens of Kurdistan suffered greatly during this period.
Gas rockets were launched into
the Northern Province in what
is, to this day, the largest ever
chemical weapon attack against a
civilian population. In the words
of an anonymous survivor, “I
got some gas in my
eyes and had trouble
breathing. You always
wanted to vomit and
when you did, the
vomit was green.”
The chemical
agents this individual
and thousands of
others breathed in
were a lethal cocktail
of mustard gas and the nerve
agents sarin, tabun and VX.
During the worst period of
Saddam’s onslaught — known as
the Halabja poison gas attack —
Kurds were bombarded for four
days straight while people, in the
words of the previously mentioned survivor, “just dropped
dead” or took several excruciating minutes to die of burning
and blistering.
Hakim would have been in
his teens during this period,
huddling with his family in their
house hoping the distant sounds
of explosions remained distant.
Unfortunately, little more than
a decade later, he and his family
pray for the same salvation.
I have not heard from my
friend for several months, but I
will never forget what I learned
from him: No matter what end
of the bombings you’re on, we’re
all still irrevocably human after
the smoke clears. So every day
I pray for a call from a friend in
the military I consider family,
and an e-mail that always concludes: “Your brother, Hakim.”

War may be
hell, but it is
much more
to those who
are unable to
fight it.

Wolfe is a senior studying
English education.

QUOTE OF THE DAY
to avoid commenting on my successor
“ I try because
he has enough problems.
”

Alan Greenspan
former head of the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank
on Ben Bernanke and the plight of today’s economy
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Pail o’ cancer
Photo column by
Edyta Błaszczyk ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN

W

alking around campus on what started off as a sunny
Sunday afternoon, I spotted this pail a couple hundred
feet ahead of me behind the Life Science II building.
I moseyed my way over out of pure curiosity to see what this pail
held inside. To my utter disgust, I found dozens of smoked-out wet
cigarette butts and an empty cigar pack. I had to do a double take to
make sure my eyes were not deceiving me.
This random, out-of-place pail sitting in the middle of the
walkway made me think more about the statewide smoking ban in
effect throughout Illinois. As stated in the Smoke Free Illinois Act, all
persons who still want to express their right to smoke must stand at a

minimum of 15 feet away from all public buildings and facilities.
This is a positive addition to the bill for all the non-smokers
who like to hang out at bars and restaurants for the atmosphere
— not the second-hand smoke. Unfortunately, the workers at these
establishments probably do not like spending extra hours after work
picking up the butts of cigarettes scattered around parking lots and
sidewalks.
It seems like someone finally became fed up with the amount of
cigarette butts lying around and decided to take action.
They donated a pail as a disposal for these cancer sticks.
I guess I can actually say I hope to see more of these filthy things.

In light of Eating Disorders
Awareness Week, it seems
appropriate to take the time to clear
up some of the misconceptions about
eating disorders and disordered
eating, which abound on a college
campus.
Most articles about eating
disorders might begin with some
statistics, such as the facts that nearly
20 percent of college freshmen have
some type of disordered eating,
78 percent of college females have
reported binge eating. Eating
disorders are on the rise among male
college students with 1 to 7 percent
reporting disordered eating.
These articles might also wax on
about the different types of eating
disorders, although most of us are
familiar with them.
Anorexia Nervosa is characterized
by fear of gaining weight, refusal
to maintain a normal weight and a
disturbed perception of body shape
and size.
Bulimia Nervosa is characterized
by binge eating and compensatory
behaviors aimed at preventing weight
gain.
Eating Disorders Not Otherwise

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

professional help.
While some may think that the
eating disorder itself is the problem
for someone with an eating issue, in
fact, eating disorders are a symptom
of underlying stress or distress. The
eating disorder itself is merely one
way an individual may cope with
other life difficulties.
In order to help with the
recognition and prevention of eating
disorders, the following are some
tips for creating a healthy campus
community in which healthy lifestyle
choices and healthy resistance to
unrealistic cultural messages are key:
•Be a model of healthy selfesteem and body image. Recognize
that others pay attention to how
you talk about your body. Refuse
to say negative things about your
appearance.
•Compliment your friends on
things other than their appearance.
•Challenge false beliefs that
thinness and weight loss are great,
while body fat and weight gain are
bad.
•Become a critical media viewer.
Recognize when you hear or see
something that promotes unhealthy
body image.
•Decorate with care, avoiding
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unrealistic images of the feminine
form.
•Choose your magazines carefully.
Remember that fashion magazines
are a big culprit in causing women
to feel ashamed and depressed about
their bodies.
•Say no to diets. Dieting is
ineffective and damaging to the body.
•Open your mind to the idea that
food and eating can provide positive,
healthy experiences.
•Find ways to celebrate and
nurture yourself that do not involve
food.
•Create power through numbers:
Connect with other students who
feel as you do, that all people should
be valued for their intellect, sense of
humor or compassion, rather than
their appearance.
•Know your resources, like the
Counseling Center on campus. Call
453-5371.
During this week in which we are
asked to increase our awareness of
eating disorders, let’s remember the
power we all have to enact positive
change on our campus. If you do
recognize that you or a friend has
difficulties with food or body image
that are negatively impacting your
life, seek professional help.

• Phone number required to verify authorship (number
will not be published). STUDENTS must include year and
major. FACULTY must include rank and department.
NON-ACADEMIC STAFF include position and department.
OTHERS include hometown.
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Be aware of eating disorders
Specified is given for eating disorders
that do not meet the stringent criteria
for anorexia nervosa or bulimia
nervosa.
Contrarily, this article will
instead attempt to provide practical
knowledge about eating disorders
that may be useful for the average
SIU student.
For instance, the development of
an eating disorder is not a choice. It is
a serious mental health issue.
While the popular press
might lead us to believe otherwise
through endless media depictions of
celebrities with eating disorders, these
disorders are no more preventable
than the development of other
mental health conditions such as
depression or even physical health
conditions like diabetes.
Similarly, recovering from an
eating disorder is not an issue of will
and discipline but rather an issue
of receiving sound mental health
treatment and support. Encouraging
a friend to “just eat” does not begin
to address the complexity of an eating
disorder and ultimately will not help
someone to recover.
What may be of help is expressing
your concern and accompanying your
friend to the Counseling Center for
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Several cars were left burglarized at Grand Avenue Christian Church Tuesday morning.
Broken glass and at least five cars remained in the lot by midmorning. Police arrived at 6 a.m. but
were not releasing information.
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Digital age ushers in previously diminished voices
Speaker emphasizes progress in global media
Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN

A man who stands on one of
the highest platforms of media said
Tuesday he is encouraged by the progress of those with a digital camera and
a keyboard.
Ray Suarez, senior correspondent
for PBS’s The NewsHour and former
National Public Radio host, emphasized the ability of changing technology to open new doors throughout the
world of global media.
“I think there is no more perilous,
no more exciting and no more headscratching time to be doing what we
do now,” Suarez said.
Suarez, 50, said he started his voyage in the field in a time when editors
told him, “God only made three networks, and he’s not making any more
of them.”
But since that time, advances in
technology have allowed messages to
be broadcast through an array of different avenues and from a variety of
different perspectives.
These advances are positive overall,
Suarez said, as they allow the stories of
previously neglected communities and
minorities of the world to be told, such
as coverage of the war in Iraq.
Suarez, who spoke to hundreds in
the Student Center Ballrooms Tuesday
night primarily about the relationship
between religion and politics, said earlier in the day that affordability and
diminished size of cameras and satellites allow different messages to be sent
throughout the world.
He emphasized the importance
of the Internet to act as a vehicle to

TUITION
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bringing the fee to $275 per semester. The fee is scheduled to continue
increasing for the next two years.
The first phase of Saluki Way
involves building a new football
stadium, renovating the SIU Arena
and building a new student services
building.
A proposed $20 fee increase set
to be discussed Thursday would
help pay for the new student services building. The fee, which
would be increased to $60 per
semester, is set to increase again to
$80 next year.

BLOOD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

spread these messages. He said he is
encouraged when his daughter shows
him things she has found on the
Web depicting the struggle of a man
in a third-world country — a story
that never would have been accessible
before.
“New ways to get those stories told
will evolve as people are just bursting
against the constraints — a sort of
bottleneck of all this stuff being produced, but just a tiny little channel for
it to pass through,” Suarez said. “The
Web is a fat pipe, and it ought to have
a lot more stuff flowing through it.”
Many at SIUC are busy dissecting
the ways that these forms can reach
people, said John Downing, founding
director of the Global Media Research
Center.
One such research fascination
has been the growth of Nollywood,
grassroots films out of Nigeria that
have found a large market throughout
Africa and the rest of the world.
The lowered cost of digital cameras
and editing equipment have allowed
these formerly ignored stories to be
told and understood throughout the
world, Downing said.
Researchers in the center have also
studied the worldwide effects of blogging, a method that has become one of
the most basic and accessible forms of
shared media.
Downing said the growth in perspectives as a result of blogs has many
predicting that it will completely transform the way media is consumed and
may wipe out many of the traditional
forms — a prediction he doesn’t buy.
“I’m not so sweeping in my forecast of that, but it’s definitely a major
Physical Plant Director Phil
Gatton said he hopes the new
building would be finished by fall
2010, about the same time as the
new football stadium and the renovations to SIU Arena. The approximately $25 million project is to be
paid entirely with the student fee,
he said.
Gatton said the university is
now working on determining which
departments would be housed in
the building, which would replace
the decaying Woody Hall.
“We’re trying to come up with
the criteria for who is going to be in
the building and what it’s going to
be specifically used for,” he said.

Ray Suarez,
senior
correspondent
for The
NewsHour,
with Jim
Lehrer
answers
questions
before a WSIU
news crew
about the
relationship
between
religion and
politics and the
future of the
media.
J AMES D URBIN
D AILY E GYPTIAN

opportunity for people to get a voice
who haven’t had a voice before,”
Downing said. “It also recognizes that
you don’t have to have the voice in 10
and 20 millions to be heard.”
The question then turns to how
media consumers will choose what
information to gather out of the infinite sources. Downing said many predict a situation similar to the Bible’s
story of the Tower of Babel where
everyone is talking and no one is
listening.
But that theory, too, Downing said,
may be extreme.
People will go to where they feel
comfortable getting information, via
sites they trust and value, Downing
said. In time, this will become a habit
just as reading a specific newspaper is
habitual.
One fee not paid by all students
is the facilities maintenance fee.
The fee has only been paid by
students who have come to the university since fall 2007 and it is to be
phased in over four years. The fee is
proposed to increase $42 next year
to a total of $192 per semester.
The fee pays for the university’s attempts to curb its deferred
maintenance problem. Gatton
said he planned to spend some of
the money generated by the fee
to replace some crumbling roofs
around the university.
Joe Crawford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or jcrawford@siude.com.
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which would save the lives of 400
people, Ferrera said.
One group to clasp on to the need
is the greek population at SIUC.
Twenty-eight chapters of fraternities and sororities took over the
Alumni Room in the Recreation
Center Tuesday to participate in the
second American Red Cross Blood
Drive of the year.
Ferrera said he was glad the greek
system was willing to help out during this crucial time and knows they
will be successful because of previous
turnouts.
Guillermo Flores, a freshman
from Villa Park and a member of
the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity, said
he thought it was a great idea for
the Greek system to help out the
community. Flores said this would
give fraternities and sororities the
opportunity to let everyone know the
system does a lot of positive things
and teaches leadership.
“It’s going to show that we are
about community service and not the
stereotypical image,” Flores said.
Flores said he and his fellow
brothers have been working hard to
recruit as many people as possible
to show up. Flores said his fraternity
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has used Facebook as a tool to promote the drive, as well as announcing
it in classes.
Although there was a good turnout last time from the friends they
asked to donate, Flores said this time
the fraternity aimed toward all their
peers on campus.
Flores said even though all his
brothers do not plan on donating,
they are still going to volunteer.
“It’s a way to bond with your
brothers because basically it’s something you do together that is really
positive,” Flores said.
Greek Life Coordinator Andy
Morgan said the recent shortage has
made this blood drive one of the
most important held by the greek
system. Morgan said the greek system focuses on the importance of the
community and helping others in a
time of need.
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“Being greek means being part
of a community that gives back
and some people forget about that,”
Morgan said.
Morgan said besides helping out
the area, the fraternity and sorority
that receives the most points would
be awarded in April during Greek
Week. At least 30 percent of each
chapter must participate by either
donating or doing volunteer work at
the drive, Morgan said.
Morgan said he did not think
there would be any problems getting
chapter participation because the
chapters would realize their efforts
could potentially save someone’s life.
“You never know if someday the
blood that is donated will help a fellow brother or sister,” Morgan said.
Jenn Lofton can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 270 or jlofton@siu.edu.

For this to occur, Suarez said, the
younger generation promoting the
messages must take hold and find a
way to market them to the new audience. If they don’t, the conglomerations
will continue to run the way stories are
told, he said.
“Your ability to feel what it is
like in another person’s shoes will be
diminished by the fact that millionaire
reporters are running around with all
the best perches to stand on to tell the
stories,” Suarez said.
Many in the younger generation
are already recognizing what new
forms they trust and go to in order to
gain a well-rounded perspective, said
Malcolm Cotton, a junior from St.
Louis studying radio-television.
Cotton, who attended Suarez’
speech, said he visits a variety of sites to

FEES

gather information, from the traditional FOX news sites to more unconventional blogs.
The shift to the Web carries both
positive and negative aspects, Cotton
said. It is positive because the lessertold stories can reach more people, but
the amount of misinformation it allows
is an inherent evil of the system.
Cotton said it is up to the viewers
to do their own research and decide
what and who to trust.
“There’s so many things going on
in the Internet, so you can’t really stop
it. It’s up to the viewer to take that
information and digest it and basically get information from different
sources,” he said.
Sean McGahan can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 253 or mcgahan@siu.edu.

cellor’s office about the mix-up last
week.
Middleton said he learned the
— and the facilities maintenance three increases would be discussed
fee, which is planned to swell by $42 at the board meeting when he read
per semester.
the agenda for the meeting last
The student services building fee week.
is to pay for the estimated $25 milUSG President Demetrous
lion cost of constructing a replace- White said it is important for stument for Woody Hall. The facilities dent government to vote on the
maintenance fee goes toward the increases before the board discusses
university’s attempts to put a dent them.
in the campus’ skyrocketing deferred
“Once it’s proposed to the board,
maintenance bill.
it’s really hard to keep that train
The SIU Board of Trustees is set from moving,” White said.
White said the student governto discuss tuition and fee increases at
its meeting Thursday. The board will ments also get a broader understanding of the reavote on the increases at a
meeting in April.
sons for the increases
The agenda for
when they are prence it’s
sented for their conThursday’s board meeting indicated Tuesday
proposed to sideration.
night that USG and
we get
the board, it’s the“When
GPSC were consulted
increases and
about the increases in the
really hard to that sort of stuff we
get a breakdown on
student services buildkeep that train why
they need it and
ing fee and the facilities
maintenance fee.
from moving. where the money is
Traditionally the
— Demetrous White going,” White said.
USG president
The
proposed
administration briefs the
student governments on
tuition
increase
fee increases at the groups’ meetings. for the College of Business
USG and GPSC then hold votes Administration was not brought
on whether to voice approval for the before USG or GPSC, but the
increases.
college’s dean, Dennis Cradit, said
Treviño said student government he met with students 16 times
was not presented with the fees in about the issue.
Sun Min, marketing officer for
part because — in his first year on
the job — he was unfamiliar with the college, said one of those meetprotocol. Treviño said he learned ings was with two USG senators
Tuesday morning the groups were who are also business students.
unhappy about being left out.
Treviño said the university had
“Apparently in the past the planned originally on waiting until
chancellor took that forward and I the board’s meeting in April to
thought that (the Physical Plant) discuss differential tuition. But the
had done it,” he said.
president’s office decided about two
Treviño said the increase in the weeks ago to bump the conversation
fee for the student services building to Thursday’s meeting, he said.
was planned publicly two years ago.
The change in schedule was part
The fee was first introduced at $20 of the reason the business college’s
per semester in a 2006 board meet- tuition hike was not brought before
ing and it is set to cap at $80 per the student governments, he said.
semester next year.
GPSC President Steven
Joe Crawford can be reached at
Middleton said he called the chan- 536-3311 ext. 254 or jcrawford@siude.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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Gloria Bode says check out
wmore previews on page 14.
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Janet brings ‘Discipline’
to the dance floor
are. “Feedback” rather cleverly
compares bodies to musical instruments, while the title track suggests she needs discipline herself.
Janet Jackson
‘Discipline’
Her interlude tracks, where she
Release date: Feb. 26
takes the time to stop the music to
throw in her two cents on random
Record label: Island Records
topics, could have been left out,
www.janetjackson.com
but they at least tie into the rest of
Say the name Janet Jackson, the album.
and instantly everyone will think
“I.D.” begins with the illusion
back to the scandalous Super Bowl that Janet is controlling a computer
to begin her album. It’s a pretty
exposure incident.
But before all that happened, cliché beginning, honestly, but it
Jackson made some great R&B works for “Discipline.”
and dance music that raced up the
“The 1” features female rapper
charts dozens of times in the past Missy Elliott, who steps out and
owns the track with the trade20 years.
“Discipline” is another one of mark vulgar and sexual lyrics her
those R&B pop
fans know and
albums that will
love. Jackson’s sulown the dance floor
try, sweet singing
within the next few
is a striking dif2.5 out of 5 stars
weeks of its release.
ference against the
The album could
straight delivery of
use a little more in the way of Elliott, making the track stand out
behavior modification, but it’s best among others as sounding like it
when it’s played loud and late into had some true, collaborative work
the party.
put into it.
Aside from “The 1,” there aren’t
Jackson is sexually charged, as
usual, but still pretty tame. Her any other tracks with guest perattempts to get down and dirty formers; Jackson takes control of
come out as suggestive interpreta- the remaining 21 on her own.
tions, however obvious they really
Jackson’s slower tracks aren’t

Julie Engler
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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“Ghost World,” “Apt Pupil” and “The Client” star Brad Renfro, who died
in January at age 25 of a heroin overdose, was left out of a montage at the
Oscars celebrating the accomplishments of deceased stars. There were
nearly 100 names to choose from for the segment and the Motion Picture
Academy of America released a statement saying, “It is simply not possible to include everyone in that segment.” How do you feel about Renfro’s
absence from the tribute?

Alicia Wade

PROVIDED P HOTO

as interesting as her dance tunes.
“Greatest X” is a cheesy ode to
an old lover; “Never Letchu Go”
is an overproduced, goggling love
song with a guitar lead that sounds
like it came straight out of a cheap
music-making computer program.
The good thing is that she groups
the slowies together mid-album,
and includes two at the end, so
listeners don’t have to suffer too
long.
For an artist who has been making music since the mid-1980s,
Jackson has stamina. Taken lightly,
“Discipline” is a catchy album, but
not nearly as memorable as her
exposed breast.
Julie Engler can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or julie86@siu.edu.

It’s excruciatingly sad that an actor with
Renfro’s potential was not paid tribute at the
Oscars, especially when his life was ended so
abruptly and he was relatively well-known. But
on the same token, everyone who dies is special to someone. It’s just a bummer they don’t
have time to celebrate everyone’s life.

Audra Ord

I’m afraid to admit I’m not terribly familiar with Brad Renfro or his work, but I do find
it sad that he and several others were not
honored at the Oscars.

Devin Vaughn

And what about Robert Goulet?
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A 21st century lullaby
Devin Vaughn
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Atlas Sound
‘Let the Blind Lead Those Who Can See but Cannot
Feel’
Release date: Feb. 19
Record label: Kranky
www.myspace.com/bradfordcox

3 out of 5 stars

Somewhere between the ethereal hums and
whirrs of its debut album “Let the Blind Lead
Those Who Can See but Cannot Feel,” Atlas
Sound manages to invent a lullaby for the disaffected youths of the 21st century.
“A Ghost Story” opens the record as a strange
mix of softly moaning instruments usurps a
scratchy recording of a young boy relating a ghost
story. The track has an eerie quality, giving the
impression that the sounds of the recording are
not originating from speakers so much as from
one’s own mind. It’s a haunting aura that hangs
over the rest of the album.
From there, each track blurs into the next,
as repetitive rhythms, synthetic flourishes and
droning vocals create a trance-like wall of ambient sound. In fact, if “Let the Blind” should be

faulted for any one thing specifically, it should be
for its changeless nature, favoring homogeneity
over variety.
Oftentimes, the lyrics are made indistinguishable. The low, murmuring vocals hardly ever
rise above the enveloping instrumentation. As a
whole, the album never chooses to focus on one
aspect of the music in particular, instead dedicating itself to a laid-back, amalgamated approach.
At certain moments, however, singer-composer Bradford James Cox’s vocals break through,
revealing his feelings of pain and lost youth that
resulted from a genetic disorder from which he
suffers, “Quarantined and kept. So far away from
my friends ... I’m waiting to be changed,” and
supporting the ghostlier elements of the album,
“Rivers so clear and blue. I’m so in love with you,
but you drowned me. You drowned me. Rivers so
clear and blue. What it takes to ignore you. How
many boyhoods have you drowned?”
It is difficult to look back on “Let the Blind”
and recall a specific track, for they all seem to
meld together in a hazy blur. As a result, it is a
mood specific album, best suited for after hours.
Although it is unrelentingly static in its composition, the album’s spacey recordings cannot help
but lull the listener into a relaxed and meditative
state.
Devin Vaughn can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or dmv86@siu.com.

PROVIDED P HOTO

Soulful singing with a purpose

PROVIDED P HOTO

Jakina Hill

DAILY EGYPTIAN
Algebra Blessett
‘Purpose’
Release date: Feb. 26
Record label: Kedar Entertainment Group
www.kedar.com/algebra

“Maybe I’m not the normal girl you are
She may not be the stereotypical singing
diva, but she’s a hard act to follow just the used to, but I’m the next best thing,” she
same.
sings. “I ain’t got nothing to prove to you, I’m
Algebra Blessett is bringing good old same ole girl from the ATL, can I introduce
R&B back with her debut album “Purpose.” myself?”
Knowing her strengths and staying in a
She goes into a bit more depth on
comfortable and well-suited mid-tempo the inclusion of a cover of “Don’t Let me
range, little riffs and sultry run-ons let you be Misunderstood,” made famous by The
in on the secret that her voice contains so Animals.
much more. No belting
With lyrics, such as,
or screaming is needed to
“Sometimes I’m so carefeel her.
free with a joy that’s so
hard to hide, and then
As another Atlanta
5 out of 5 stars
newcomer, Blessett repreagain sometimes it seems
sents a fresh sound with
is all I have are worries,
an old soul. In a slightly husky voice, Blessett then you’re bound to see my other side. But
introduces herself in songs such as “Nothing I’m just a soul whose intentions are good. Oh
to Prove,” where this around-the-way girl lord, please don’t let me be misunderstood,”
meets chic chick and sets you straight on listeners get a feel of who Blessett is.
her attitude.
With a sound that’s easy to get lost in

even if you’ve never experienced what she’s
talking about, you’ll still be singing a vicarious rendition of her songs louder than your
speakers.
It’s Blessett’s love songs that take her
away from being just another MySpace
hopeful, and the relationship medleys like
“Run & Hide” are sincere and playful.
While others are focused on making
clever connections to her first name and
numbers, the attention should be on her
last name and how much of a blessing it is
to finally be able to purchase the hefty 15track album.
Blessett may not be the most popular
now, but surely she’ll be the subject on
everyone’s minds and lips.

Goldfrapp’s latest much like first
the opening track “Clowns” and “Some People.”
The overall feeling of “Seventh Tree” is disconnecting. “Three o’ clock, I’m on my way on
the road to somewhere, little clouds like wounds
Goldfrapp
that blow away, listening to the radio like a
‘Seventh Tree’
friend that guides me, playing out every song
Release date: Feb. 26
Record label: Mute
we used to know,” Goldfrapp sings on “Road To
Somewhere,” somewhere between sleeping and
www.goldfrapp.com
dreaming.
Alison Goldfrapp strays away from the dance
But the album isn’t all dreary.
“A&E” is a defiant break-up song, full of
floors and returns to her roots on her latest studio
encouraging and sweet harmonies, backed up by
album, “Seventh Tree.”
Much like her 2000 debut, “Felt Mountain,” a steady, pop optimism. “Happiness” is the most
the new album is stocked with slower, more upbeat track on the album, with the title describing it all and the music having
spatial tunes instead of immediate dance hits, such as “Ooh
the same effect. That happiLa La.”
ness, though, soon fades, but
In fact, there are no good
where it goes is unknown.
3 out of 5 stars
dance tunes on the album,
“Seventh Tree” isn’t anywhich is disappointing in a
thing close to depressing, or
way, but her atmospheric electronica is still swiftly even downbeat. It has its own sort of excitement,
enticing.
hidden in the layers of vocals and instrumenta“Seventh Tree” explores the realms of dark tion. Still, it feels like it’s missing something
pop, twisting away from the glitter and glam of important, as if it is a little too hopeful but pesher last album to reach a deeper, musical depth.
simistic at the same time.
The songs on “Seventh Tree” have a longerAlison Goldfrapp’s vocals are sultry and sweet,
along the likes of Blonde Redhead. In a similar lasting effect than the pop on “Black Cherry”
way, Goldfrapp’s music is a strange sort of irony, or “Supernature,” but that comes at the price
with songs that are inherently good-natured yet of losing their catchiness. Yet with lovely, goldoddly dark.
en blonde vocals to match Alison Goldfrapp’s
She taps into somber acoustic, shimmer- appearance, the album slowly grows to become
ing synth and piano with a feminine authority, worth more than its appraisal.
throwing in sounds of orchestra strings and little
Reporter Julie Engler can be reached at
electronic rarities making their way in every once
536-3311 ext. 275 or julie86@siu.edu.
in a while. The result is wholesome, such as on

Jakina Hill can be reached at
536-3311 ext 273 or jhill@siude.com.

Return to roots on
‘Seventh Tree’

Julie Engler
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black
by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Today’s Birthday (02-27-08) Some
of your dreams will be shattered this
year. Don’t worry about that. You have
plenty of dreams, and more coming
all the time. Some of them need to
be tossed in the trash. Revise and be
refreshed.
To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today
is an 8 — The more you learn, the more
things you’ll find that you’ve been doing
the hard way. Carefully assess your situation and put in the corrections.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today
is a 5 — A review of your budget could
lead to an ugly clash with reality. Just
because you can’t afford the toy you
want now, doesn’t mean you never will.
Save up.

Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is a 5 — If you can’t have or do everything you want at this moment in time,
don’t think of it as dreams being shattered. Learn to defer gratification; it’s a
very useful skill.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 7 — It’s easier for you to see through
a silly facade now. Your best choice for
romance is someone who never tries to
pull any such tricks.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is an 8 — Advise your partner to watch
out for tricks. All is not as it appears to be.
To win this competition, you will have to
be resourceful. Creativity is required.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— Today is a 6 — This day is good for
finishing up, tidying up and throwing
things out. You’ll be absolutely amazed
at how much space you can create. And
it’ll be fun.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 5 — It seems like you’re getting
nowhere, but that’s probably not the
case. Check your bearings and persevere. Do the job because you said you
would.

THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS
1 Ricochet
6 Charity
10 Clothing lines
14 “Butterfield 8”
author
15 Minute skin
opening
16 Latin lesson
word
17 Cell mates?
20 Lincoln, casually
21 Heaps
22 Petty dictator
23 Mikita of hockey
24 Adjutant
25 New York island
28 Flows back
29 Spigot
32 Debate
33 Shrinking Asian
sea
34 Overfill
35 Nest mates?
38 Cockney abodes
39 Tilt, at sea
40 Hangman’s knot
41 Half a fly?
42 Richard of
“Chicago”
43 Editorial
symbols
44 Scottish hillside
45 Stunning stuff
46 Lenin’s

17

Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is an 8 — If you want to make a good
impression, use food instead of toys.
You’ll save a lot of money and have
much greater success. And you’ll look
very good.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is
a 6 — You’re still having to deal with a
couple of stubborn types. Do your job
and remind them of the overall objective, if you must. Otherwise, lay low.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —
Today is a 7 — It’s good to support
causes that further your agenda. Just
make sure the people to whom you’re
sending money aren’t spending it on
themselves, for luxuries.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Today is a 5 — It may seem there’s a
huge barrier between you and what you
want. This could be a mirage, without
real substance. Stay busy with practical
matters.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is an 8 — The more you learn, the more
old assumptions are challenged. This is
OK. You can let them go.

(c) 2008, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

successor
49 Han or
Napoleon
50 Louvre Pyramid
architect
53 Bench mates?
56 Arduous
journey
57 Pointless

Olympic event?
58 —— macabre
59 Debate faction
60 Ewes’ mates
61 Lessen
DOWN
1 Manilow’s
nightclub

9 Level-headed
10 “The Lost
Galleon” poet
11 Bahrain leader
12 Doll’s cry
13 Stair part
18 Zeal
19 Scoundrels
23 Wall supports
24 Sternward
25 Wooden shoe
26 Removes the
excess
27 Come to terms
28 Obliterate
29 Western resort
lake
30 Bikini event, in
headlines
31 Pops in Paris

2 Moby Dick’s
pursuer
3 Seldom seen
4 Table scrap
5 Sea cows
6 Cook’s coverage
7 Among the
missing
8 Med. scan

33 In flames
34 Mall unit
36 Poisonous
shrub
37 Amazon snake
42 Wide smile
43 Colombian city
44 Chap in Soho
45 Social customs
46 Fast jets, briefly
47 Actress Garr
48 Got a top grade
on
49 Plant part
50 Catcher Tony
51 Once, once
52 Two words of
understanding
54 Hot tub
55 Chew the fat

by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

NOFET
©2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

OUSLE
DRIZAL
www.jumble.com

ROWMAR

Sudoku

Answer:

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

Yesterday’s

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Tuesday’s puzzle

© 2008 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

2/27/08

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

“

”

(Answers tomorrow)
BORAX
MYSTIC
CODGER
Jumbles: PAUSE
Answer: A judge will do this when he has a tennis
match — GO TO “COURT”
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past history.”
The Braves kept the lead within
two with 7:31 left to go, but the
Salukis used a 10-2 run to break the
lead wide open.
Lowery said ball control late in
the game was crucial to close out the
game effectively and get shots to go
in at the right time.
The Salukis (17-12, 11-6 MVC)
have had a reputation for not closing
out games on the road this season
as they came into Tuesday night’s
matchup with a record of 2-9 in
away games this season.
Falker said he finally took initiative to his role on a predominately senior-driven team in the past
dozen games.
“As a program we always play
for the seniors and the last 10 or 12
games I really realized I was that
senior, so I need to play for myself,”
Falker said.
The Braves (17-13, 9-8) were
without two of their three leading scorers as senior guard Daniel
Ruffin — who averages 14.5 points
per game — was suspended indefinitely after an arrest Saturday morning.
Ruffin sat out in the two team’s
first meeting this season on Jan. 8

BRAVES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Sports

D U VALE R ILEY ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Senior forward Matt Shaw drives past Nevada forward Malik
Cooke during Saturday’s game at the SIU Arena. Shaw scored 14
points in the Salukis’ 71-60 victory over Bradley.
with a sports hernia.
Sophomore guard Andrew
Warren, who is the third leading
scorer with 13.1 points for the
Braves, is out indefinitely with a
broken hand.
The Braves were led by senior
guard Jeremy Crouch who scored 21
points and five rebounds and junior
forward Theron Wilson pitched in
15 points and seven rebounds.
Bradley coach Jim Les said he
was pleased with his team’s effort
on the floor but SIU’s defensive

presence wore his team down as the
game progressed.
“When you miss some of the
open shots and free throws we
missed, especially late in the second
half, to me that’s a little fatigue,”
Les said.
The Salukis will return to the
SIU Arena for senior night Saturday
against Illinois State. Tip off is set
for 7:30 p.m.
Megan Kramper can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 256 or megkramp@siu.edu.
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ting in a team-high nine points.
Even 3-point specialist Joshua
Bone took it to the paint as he passed
up a wide-open 3-point shot to drive
baseline and convert on a layup.
Coach Chris Lowery said the
hustle paid off on both ends of the
floor.
“At this point we seem to be
doing the things that made us a good
program in past history,” Lowery
said. “It’s very contagious when guys
are diving on the floor, and when
your best players are doing it your
other guys better do it.”
The Braves (17-13, 9-8) were
focused on trying to take down the
Salukis three points at a time as they
attempted 14 first half 3-pointers
compared to SIU’s four attempts.
Tight man-to-man defense caused
most of the misses and when the
Braves penetrated the Salukis forced
either a steal or kick-out pass.
Despite the solid defensive effort
from SIU, Bradley managed to trail
26-24 at halftime because of its
ability to get to the line near the end
of the half when SIU was in foul
trouble.
Foul trouble is what endangered
the Salukis in the second half. SIU
committed six fouls in fewer than 10
minutes — including Falker’s third
personal early in the half, which put
him on the bench until the 10minute mark.
The Braves took advantage of
Falker’s absence offensively and
defensively.
SIU struggled to stop penetration
with Falker out of the game, which
led to open outside looks for Braves
senior Jeremy Crouch. Crouch
knocked down three outside shots to
give Bradley an advantage.

Sophomore
guard Joshua
Bone, left,
and senior
forward
Falker double
team Nevada
guard Armon
Johnson
during
Saturday’s
game at the
SIU Arena.
The Salukis
defeated
Bradley
Tuesday night
in Peoria,
71-60.
D U VALE R ILEY
D AILY E GYPTIAN

Defensively, the Braves did not
have to worry about doubling Falker,
which led to tighter defense on the
guards and more focus on stopping
the Salukis’ penetration.
Falker said it was a frustrating
game but he knew he had to play
through fouls and perform like
expected.
“As a program we have always
played for the seniors, and the last
10 or 12 games I really realized that
I am that senior so I need to play for
myself,” Falker said.
When Falker returned to the
floor, the offense started getting more
open looks and hitting more shots.
Falker received the ball immediately
upon his return and converted a free
throw before converting on a layup a

possession later.
The Salukis used a flurry of layups
and free throws along with 3-pointers
by Bone and Bryan Mullins to pull
away from the Braves in the last five
minutes of the contest. The Salukis
outscored Bradley 30-20 in the paint
and 15-3 in points off turnovers.
Lowery said it wasn’t the best
performance this season, but he was
pleased with the effort.
“It’s about weathering the storm,”
Lowery said. “The one thing that was
consistent is that I was going to fight
them today and keep fighting them,
and keep fighting them. It was a part
of it and they responded to it.”
Jeff Engelhardt can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 269 or jengel@siu.edu.
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The Houston Chronicle reports that Rockets center Yao Ming will miss the rest of
the season with a stress fracture in his left foot. The Rockets are currently on a
12-game winning streak. Can they still make the playoffs without him?

JEFF
ENGELHARDT
jengel
@siu.edu

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Rick Walker

“Unfortunately, this will probably kill all their
chances of making the playoffs. The Rockets
have been playing great as of late winning 12
games in a row and the young guys like Carl
Landry have really played well. Unless an injury
happens on another team, I think Houston will
have to wait until next season.”

“
“I would say no because I don’t think
that Tracy McGrady can do it by himself,
despite their winning streak. The Nuggets
are too close to them in the standings.”

They’re looking good. Now
we put a shave on and let
them go.

MATT HARTWIG

— Rick Walker
swimming and diving head coach on his
swimmers as they prepare for the Sun Belt
Conference Championships

mhartwig
@siu.edu

“No way, not in the Western Conference.
Now, the Rockets must hope that Tracy
LUIS MEDINA McGrady can carry the entire load, and hope
he doesn’t get hurt in the process. Yao is one of
lcm1986
the top-5 centers in the NBA, and the Western
Conference has too much talent for one man
@siu.edu
– even if it is T-Mac – to overcome.”

Do you have questions for the Saluki
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

SWIMMING & DIVING

Salukis aim for a Sun Belt
From left SIU
swimmers
Stephan
Ackermann,
Antonio
Santoro and
Kyle Riekena
stretch before
swim practice
Jan. 23. The
swim team
will meet in
Nashville, Tenn.,
for the Sun Belt
Conference on
Thursday.
D U VALE R ILEY
D AILY E GYPTIAN

Luis C. Medina
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The SIU men’s swimming and
diving team is rested and ready to
win its first Sun Belt Conference
title in program history.
Twelve days after the women’s
team finished second in the Missouri
Valley Conference championships,
the men’s team will compete in
the Sun Belt championships Feb.
28 through March 1 in Nashville,
Tenn., looking to improve upon
their 2007 fourth-place finish.
Coach Rick Walker said he likes
his team’s chances of improving
upon their inaugural season in the
Sun Belt Conference.
“We’ve got our work cut out,
but that’s the way we like it,” Walker
said. “I think we thrive on this kind
of stuff.”
In their first year of competition

in the Sun Belt Conference, the Evansville, said the break was
Salukis captured five event titles, beneficial.
while senior swimmer Antonio
“We’re feeling lighter when we
Santoro received Sun Belt Swimmer jump in the water,” Hedo said.
of the Year honors.
During the 2007 season, Hedo
was a part of first-place
Walker
said
Western Kentucky,
finishes in the 200-yard
Denver and Missouri
freestyle, 400 freestyle
e’ve got our and 800 freestyle
State would prove
to be the toughest
relays.
work cut
competition
for
Walker
said
out, but that’s the his swimmers are
SIU. The three-time
adequately prepared
defending champion
way we like it.
to have a strong finish
Hilltoppers defeated
— Rick Walker
the Salukis Jan. 26 in
the conference
head coach at
Bowling Green, Ky.,
championships.
138-99.
“They put the work
The championships will be in and we rested the way we said we
the Salukis’ first competition since wanted to rest, and now it’s show
defeating Evansville Feb. 2. SIU time,” Walker said.
downed the Purple Aces 151-52,
winning all but one event.
Luis C. Medina can be reached at
Junior Dennis Hedo, who won
536-3311 ext. 238 or
lcm1986@siu.edu.
the 100-yard breaststroke against
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INSIDER, page 19: Can the Rockets still
make it without Yao Ming?
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SIU DEFEATS BRADLEY 71-60

Salukis continue streak with win over Bradley
SIU wins fifth
consecutive game
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN

P E O R I A — After struggling
on the road for much of the season, the
SIU men’s basketball team notched
another game away from home Tuesday night.
The Salukis earned their fifth
straight victory with a win over the
Bradley Braves, 71-60.
Four Salukis scored in double
figures with senior forward Randal
Falker leading the way with 17 points
and five rebounds.
Senior forward Matt Shaw added
14 points and nine rebounds while
junior guard Bryan Mullins scored
13 points and six assists. Sophomore
guard Joshua Bone chipped in 10
points for the Salukis.
Coach Chris Lowery said getting
to the free-throw line was key for the
Salukis as they shot 75 percent from
the charity stripe.
Up 26-18 with just more than
three minutes to play in the first half,
the Salukis let an 8-point lead down
the drain as the Braves climbed back
to make it a 2-point game at halftime.
But the Salukis’ road reputation to
fail would not set in as it had numerous times earlier in the season.
Lowery said getting the team to do
the constant little things such as effective passing and ball control on the
court has been a struggle but seems to
be falling in place in recent games.
“It was like we had to re-teach our
system to guys who had been in for
four or five years and they felt how
angry I was on a daily basis about not
doing what we do,” Lowery said. “At
this point we seem to be doing the
things that made us a good program in
See WIN, Page 18
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Senior guard Tyrone Green and Nevada’s Marcelus Kemp vie for the ball during the Salukis’ 74-49 victory Feb. 24. Green scored five
points and grabbed six rebounds in the Salukis’ 71-60 victory against Bradley Tuesday night in Peoria.

Salukis’ inside presence trumps Braves’ outside shooting
Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYTPIAN

P E O RIA — The offensive
styles of the Salukis and Braves
clashed Tuesday, pitting Bradley’s
outside shooting against SIU’s post
play.

But it was the constant penetration of the Salukis that wore
the Bradley defense to the ground
as it fell 71-60 at the Peoria Civic
Center.
After a scoreless opening two
minutes to the game and a number of missed outside shots from

SIU (17-12, 11-6 MVC), it was
evident the recent hot shooting
was not there for the team that
had thrived on it for the past four
wins.
The Salukis quickly shifted
gears to focus its attack in the
post.

Senior forward Matt Shaw
started the offense by drawing a
foul down low and hitting a pair
of free throws. The free throws
were followed by a dunk made
by Tyrone Geen and then senior
forward Randal Falker carried the
load the rest of the first half, putSee BRAVES, Page 18

BASEBALL

Salukis aim at .500
Baseball takes on
Tennessee-Martin
at 2 p.m. today
Matt Hartwig
DAILY EGYPTIAN

After a rough opening weekend
to the 2008 season that included
near freezing temperatures and
a pair of losses, the SIU baseball
team heads back to Tennessee for
the second time in three days.
The Salukis (1-2) take on
Tennessee-Martin at 2 p.m. today
at Skyhawk Field in Martin,
Tenn., with temperatures expected
to be near 40 degrees by game
time, according to the Weather
Channel.
After dropping two of three
to Western Michigan at First
Tennessee Fields in Cordova,
Tenn., SIU junior second baseman
Scott Elmendorf said he won’t
blame the winter weather for the
Salukis’ play.
“We’ve practiced in it before

and it’s really no excuse. We should
be fine in it,” Elmendorf said. “It
will just take a little bit longer to
get warmed up but it isn’t really
that bad once you get used to it.”
The weather didn’t affect
Elmendorf Friday. He went 2for-5 with a pair of runs scored
in the season opening loss to the
Broncos.
The same can’t be said about the
Saluki bullpen, however. Western
Michigan pounded the bullpen for
nine runs in three innings.
Senior reliever Ian Reinhart was
tagged for four runs, five earned in
only two-thirds of an inning.
Reinhart rebounded in the second game of the series with a
scoreless inning of relief en route
to his first victory of the season in
a 7-6 win during the first game of
a doubleheader Saturday.
Coach Dan Callahan said he
isn’t worried about Reinhart’s performance over the weekend.
“Saturday’s (game) was the
Ian Reinhart we saw last year,”
Callahan said. “As far as how he
threw on Friday, I don’t necessarily consider that indicative of how

he’ll throw this year. He just had a
bad day.”
Despite the rough bullpen outing, the offense played well enough
to win scoring 16 runs during the
three-game set.
Senior utility man Adam Hills
went 3-for-4 with a pair of RBIs
and a run scored in a 5-4 loss during the finale Saturday. Sophomore
designated hitter Tyler Bullock
contributed four RBIs during the
series.
The Salukis sent junior pitcher
Andrew Dunn to the mound against
the Skyhawks (0-3) for his first career
start at SIU. Dunn gave up three runs
in 1.2 innings against the Broncos.
“We know we’re a good team,”
sophomore right fielder Aaron
Roberts said. “We just didn’t play
well this (past) weekend.”
The game is the front end of a
home and home series between the
two clubs with Tennessee-Martin
coming to Abe Martin Field March
28.
Matt Hartwig can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 282 or at
mhartwig@siu.edu.
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Sophomore catcher Tyler Bullock reaches for a high pitch as
senior outfielder Dean Cademartori ducks out of the way. The
baseball team will travel to Martin, Tenn., to face Tennessee-Martin
on Wednesday.

